26 — 27 MARCH
2020 | BERLIN
EXHIBITION
—
CONGRESS
—
TALENTS

WRIEZENER KARREE

WHAT WOULD LIFE BE LIKE WITHOUT FESTIVALS?
WITHOUT THE CREATIVE MINDS ON AND BEHIND
THE STAGE?
Without the crowd of visitors and their passion for music, art
and culture, and without the dedicated staff that take care of
the well-being of everybody inside the festival enclave?
What will the future of festivals look like? This is the question we
want to answer.
Future of Festivals is the first and only festival network exhibition – a declaration of love to festival makers in all their diversity. Our mission: we want to bring people from the festival
industry, service providers, experts and volunteers together.
We believe in the evolution of festivals. In panels, workshops
and key notes we want to develop innovative and visionary
answers to the questions that the challenges of the future
will bring up.
Let’s network.
Let’s write the future of festivals together.

EXHIBITION
Grandeur reportedly comes from within. That‘s why we’re emphasising on our inside area. Covering 2100 m², this is where the festival
industry is presenting its strength. Close to 150 exhibitors from far
and wide are showing how to sleep at festivals prospectively, improve
them technically, which marketing tools you cannot go without and
how to organise festivals more sustainably.

CONGRESS
»Something to talk about« – our congress is a two-day industry meetup. Here you are connecting, sharing, and inspiring each other. More
than 80 national and international speakers are feeding you with visionary topics for new ideas and concepts. The boundaries of your horizon are supposed to melt and re-arrange. Our motto: Think differently,
re-think, think new.

TALENTS
Talents exhibits the love and passion within the festival industry. This
is where event management assistants, engineers, volunteers, service
providers and festival organisers are getting in touch. That goes for old
stagers as well as for those looking for new challenges and wanting
to set foot in the industry. Various discussion panels, workshops and
keynote speeches are framing the meetups.

LOCATION
Wriezener Karree
Wriezener Karree 15
10243 Berlin-Friedrichshain
Public transport
S3, S5, S7, S9
Berlin Ostbahnhof
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WRIEZENER KARREE
1st floor

The former GDR paper factory is directly located next to
Ostbahnhof and Berlin’s most
popular Techno club Berghain.
A 4200 m² outside area leads to
the halls with a massive height
and a lot of natural light.
The 2100 m² indoor area offers
plenty of space and is directly
connected to the congress area
with its galleries.

ground floor

GET IN TOUCH
Get your tickets:
futureoffestivals.com
Mail: info@futureoffestivals.com
Infos: www.futureoffestivals.com
Tel:

0(049) 17 39 92 27 94
0(049) 30 62 93 88 71

PARTNERS

we connect the

event business

